
Participants
Data scientists & ML engineers: 

Token Allocations
Allocated to % Supply Vesting

Presale 80 80,000,000 50% unlock at TGE, 6 weeks lock, 6 months vest

Cutting-edge crypto research & trading platform that provides traders and 
investors access to dozens of AI-powered signals, breakouts, pattern recognition, 

and social/news sentiment features. Led by a team of top data scientists, pro 
traders, and financial analysts

The ypredict.ai marketplace will enable experts to earn recurring revenue 
by offering their model predictions or data research as trading signals, 
which traders and investors can subscribe to.

Retail Traders:
yPredict platform will offer high-quality analytics & trading signals on 
popular crypto pairs including BTC, ETH, etc. Traders can subscribe to any 
model that suits their trading style & budget.

Taxation
Buy: 5%

7%

Liquidity1% Dev1% CTO1% Research2%

Liquidity1% Dev1% Marketing3% Research2%

Subscription Payment
New users require YPRED tokens to access yPredict ecosystem and 
existing holders are rewarded with 10% of each new subscription via 
YPRED tokens.

Trading Swap Fee
The inbuilt trading platform will incur a swap fee on every trade, 15% of 
swap fee will be with YPRED holders through the staking pool.

Staking 
Holders can stake YPRED tokens & get rewarded through higher APY from 
reward allocation.

Learn to Earn 
The platform offers resources full of educational modules & quizzes, and 
upon completion of each module & quiz, the platform rewards learners 
with YPRED tokens. 

Play to Earn
Does it feel like you understand the pulse of the market? Make directional 
bets & earn a share of the YPRED reward pool. 

yPredict.ai platform 
features & YPRED utility

Decentralized Marketplace

Challenges:

The Signal provider or advisory industry is full of nonprofessionals 
with no verifiable track record that justifies their signals are overall 
profitable. This industry relies heavily on a trust-based model fueled 
by fabricated results of their past performance, and fake 
testimonials to prove their signal quality, but this comes at a 
price—your money.

Solution:

ypredict.ai is a trading signal and research marketplace. It allows 
data analysts, and AI/ML engineers to offer their model predictions 
as a subscription. Each new model will be verified by DAO members 
before it is offered on the platform for a subscription. This trial-based 
model of vetting new models prevents the sale of any poor-quality 
models.

Name: yPredict.ai Symbol: YPRED Total Supply: 100 million YPRED

Liquidity 10 10,000,000 100% unlock at TGE

Treasury 5 5,000,000 50% unlock at TGE, 6 weeks lock, 6 months vest

Development 5 5,000,000 50% unlock at TGE, 6 weeks lock, 6 months vest

Total 100 100,000,000

Token Sale
Offering Type Token Sold Price

2,000,000

8,000,000

1,500,000

Raised

0.036

0.0375

0.03889

0.12

$6,507,551

Raise
Price Diff. from 
Last Round (%)

$72,000

$300,000

$60,551.25

-

4.17

8.03

yPredict
AI Data Analytics Crypto Trading

Sell:

Price Diff. from 
Round 1 (%)

-

4.17

3.71

10,000,000 0.05 $500,000 44.4428,57

10,000,000 0.07 $700,000 77.7840,00

15,000,000 0.09 $1,350,000 113.8928,57

16,000,000 0.10 $1,600,000 155.5611,11

17,500,000 0.11 $1,925,000 202.7810,00

Listing 
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80,000,000


